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ABSTRACT

This paper addressed student perceptions and opinion of the problem based learning method, as well as the empirically collected data on students’ learning outcomes on a Biomedical Engineering course, i.e. Management and Clinical Engineering. Pure lecture delivery with absence of practical intervention was deemed insufficient to provide appropriate means to achieve the course objectives. Therefore, a Mock Company assignment was introduced in this course as a problem based learning application aimed to aid the achievement of the program outcome while improving the attainment of the course objectives. The students were divided into groups to form individual mock company. Each mock company formed their organization post for each member, and came up with a business plan for a new project to be presented for fund approval by the panels, made up of the course instructors and invited lecturers from the clinical engineering industry and hospital practitioners. The company discussion progress and performance were monitored by the instructors through the formal university e-learning platform throughout the semester with occasional response and suggestions. The panels identified the expected lack of business and management knowledge but this was counteracted by the reasonably successful business plan produced independently by all companies’ At the end of the semester, through questionnaires, 69.6% of the 56 students agreed that this mock company assignment was useful in achieving the course objectives and should be conducted in the following years. Students who performed weakly in this assignment also demonstrated lower performance in all evaluations including by traditional means (p = 0.01), although there were no direct associations amongst the problem-based and the traditional evaluations (r < 0.66). The students’ responses also reflected their readiness to perform more independent learning approaches, despite them expressing the lack of clear scope and guideline, which is the nature of a problem-based learning experience.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Problem based learning has been widely used as a method of delivery amongst higher learning institutions to provide greater understanding and effective learning (Hmelo-Silver, 2004), while enhancing the integrating of related knowledge (Lou, 2011). It was of common understanding that the general culture of higher degree student to score high marks in the courses, at least in science based courses, is at worst by regurgitating the content of their lecture and tutorials, or by strictly following the procedures of a lab technique, which is contrary to the idea of “learning” itself. There is little or no indication that the students actually “digest” the information for real life practices through the traditional method of delivery and assessment. Through a problem-based method, students are allowed to feel the “fear” of not performing strictly to what is ”required”, therefore they may reject the delivery method with the argument that they do not learn much or anything at all (Lou, 2011). This may stem from the inability of the students to gauge their required knowledge (Langendyk, 2006). However, for some of the problems in Biomedical Engineering there might not be a definite right or wrong answer, thus a problem-based learning might be the most suitable approach. Unlike guided self-learning approach, a problem-based learning method involves minimal guidance and loose instructions (Newstetter, 2010). Students are expected to identify the problems themselves and come up with a solution based on their self exploration. This method might or might not work based on the amount and nature of guidance provided (Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark, 2006).

Management and Clinical Engineering is a compulsory course offered to final year Biomedical Engineering students of a university in Malaysia. The delivery method of the course was traditionally content-based, teacher-centered approach. It involves 14 weeks of lectures by industrial representatives and hospital practitioners. Each lecture provides thorough information on multiple aspects of clinical engineering. However, pure lectures without any practical aspect were seen to be insufficient to provide appropriate means to achieve the course objectives (CO), which are (i) To describe healthcare technology management and clinical engineering (CO1); (ii) To describe the use of ICT in healthcare technology management (CO2); (iii) To explain technology assessment, risk management, patient & medical device safety (CO3); (iv) To identify medical devices standards, regulations and emerging technology (CO4); and especially (v) To analyze the problems of healthcare technology management and clinical engineering (CO5) (Department of Biomedical Engineering U.o.M, 2010).

Increasingly, there is a highlighted need to match the education outcomes to industry needs (Friedman, 1996). Therefore, this course was supplemented with the mock company assignment to facilitate the achievement of the department’s program educational outcome that is "to produce confident graduates with biomedical engineering competency and with soft-skills to become effective managers and leaders for the nation and for humanity” as well as one of the program outcome breakdown which is the “ability to function effectively as a leader with management and entrepreneurship skills as well as an active member in a multi-disciplinary team” (Department of Biomedical Engineering U.o.M, 2010).

It has also been established that learning is driven by the need to solve complex problems, and the element of uncertainty and setbacks are always core to realistic
management and science (Newstetter, 2010). To enhance the traditional delivery approach we have introduced a Mock Company assignment as a problem based learning approach, aimed to aid the achievement of the program outcome while improving the attainment of the course objectives. The use of e-learning platform was introduced to provide means for continuous and effective involvement throughout the learning experience (Baturay, and Bay, 2010).

Therefore, this paper aimed to investigate the learning outcome achievement of the students after their exposure to problem based learning. This paper described the effectiveness of adopting this method of delivery in students' performance and its relation to the students' overall achievement of the subject.

2. METHODS

This study was conducted by having the conventional and mock company assessments be conducted in parallel with the 14 weeks lectures, as illustrated in Figure 1. Students were not separated into control or intervention group, therefore all students (N=56) underwent the same learning and assessment experience. The method of assessment were blinded to the students either conventional or mock company assessment intervention. All students went through the course as naturally as any other courses offered throughout the semester. Students' performance was analyzed by their intervention group at the end of the semester to identify the effects of the intervention method onto their overall performance, which included the conventional assessment methods.

The mock company assignment was introduced to the 2011 final semester students of biomedical engineering students as a mean for the students to apply several aspects of the course content while achieving all course objectives in one assignment. All students undergo the same lectures by invited lecturers from the clinical engineering industry and hospital practitioners. The students also underwent traditional methods of evaluation, i.e. through assignments, a test, and final exams, while being evaluated through the mock company assignment, i.e. by e-platform discussion as well as a final company business proposal presentation and report.

The students were divided into 6 groups of 10 students early in the semester, which formed their individual mock company. The team members were pre-selected by the course coordinator based on their probed interest in clinical engineering and management field. Each mock company formed their organization post for each member, and came up with a business plan for a new project to be presented for fund approval by the panels, made up of the course instructors and invited lecturers.

The students were only given basic instruction that was „to form a mock company and a proposed project plan in the line of clinical engineering. The instructions were basic and “loose” to encourage independent learning which might produce greater learning gain (Newsletter, 2010). They were encouraged to fully utilize the topics discussed in the lectures. The company discussion progress and performance were monitored by the instructors, who are university lecturer and assistant lecturers, through Spectrum, the formal university e-
learning platform, throughout the semester with occasional response and suggestions. All companies were expected to be independent in searching for information sources to produce successful business plan.

At the end of the semester each “company” submitted their business proposal report and presented their project proposal in front of the panels. The evaluation criteria during the presentation day was based on the product or idea (15%), which includes the product value, feasibility, consumer need and marketability; the group’s mock company presentation (15%), report (10%), and the manner in which they handle the question and answer session (10%). Marks were given accordingly while each panel member decided whether or not to approve funding to each company’s proposed project.

The students’ learning outcome achievement was evaluated through their whole semester marks from their assignments, mid semester test and final examinations, as well as their mock company activity and final presentation. All marks were normalized to a score of 10 to ease comparison amongst them. Correlation analysis were conducted to determine associations between variables, and one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test were conducted to identify significant differences between the mock company groups (p<0.05).

**Figure 1.** Assessments were conducted throughout the 14 weeks course in parallel with the lectures. Student performance analyses were done at the end of the semester.
3. RESULTS

3.1 Student Performance in Mock Company Assignment

All six companies (group A, B, C, D, E, F) successfully presented their business proposals and reports. During their presentation, their projects were commented on, scrutinized and evaluated by the panels who had read their proposals beforehand.

The best project proposed was a commercialization of a Ventricular Assist Device (VAD) by group F. This “company” assumed they had gone through the research and development stage and was ready for the VAD development and production for the Malaysian market. Group F received approved funding by all panels for their innovative and highly useful product.

Group A was awarded the Best Market Research prize by the panels for their thorough consideration of the market need for a more appropriate management and maintenance of the haemodialysis machine. This group had visited Pantai Hospital haemodialysis centre and conducted interview with the hospital staffs in charge to identify the real problem to be overcome as their proposed project. Their proposed project was considered very timely and practical.

Other companies proposed IT based consulting of medical equipment management (group B), a tester and analyzer developer and servicing provider (group C), medical devices research development and consulting services (group D), and a prosthetic limb consulting service (group E).

The panels identified the expected lack of business knowledge amongst these biomedical engineering students, but this was counteracted by the reasonably successful business plan produced by all companies based on their independent effort.

3.2 Quantitative Assessment

Scores were categorized according to their 6 company groups (A to F), as in Table 1. Each assessment method was identified to address the respective COs, as presented by CO1 through CO5. From Table 1, it can be observed that CO5, which is “To analyze the problems of healthcare technology management and clinical engineering” can only be best assessed through the practical method of the mock company assignment, as the students had to analyze real problems in the industry which otherwise cannot be achieved through textbook and lecture notes regurgitation.

3.3 Overall Course Performance and its relation to Mock Company Assignment

There were no direct associations amongst the problem-based and the traditional evaluated scores of the same addressed CO ($r < 0.66$). Based on Table 1, in which student performance
was categorized according to their mock company assignment group, it can be observed that
the group with the lowest Mock Company achievement, either from their e-learning utilization or final product presentation and report, demonstrated relatively lower performance in other criteria of evaluation. These included the final exam questions, test, and assignments, which were poorly correlated with the mock company project. This fact was also illustrated in Figure 2 where group C, the least performing group in terms of the company assignment reflected generally lower scores in other assessments.

This may suggest associative attainment of course outcome between the mock company assignment and other evaluations, due to their overlapping COs (Table 1).

**Table 1: Normalized student performance on all course evaluation components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Q1 (CO1)</td>
<td>8.15 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Q2 (CO1)</td>
<td>6.30 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Q3 (CO2, CO3)</td>
<td>7.80 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Q4 (CO4)</td>
<td>7.30 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (CO1, CO3)</td>
<td>7.33 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment 1 (CO1)</td>
<td>7.45 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment 2 (CO4)</td>
<td>4.40 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mock Company (CO1, CO2, CO3, CO4, CO5)</td>
<td>7.43 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation &amp; Report</td>
<td>7.30 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum</td>
<td>7.70 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data in Mean (SD), all marks were normalized over score of 10. * indicates significant difference p=0.01 amongst group Normalized Score (/10)
3.4 E-Learning (Spectrum) Utilization

Spectrum scores indicated the extent of students’ participation in discussing the mock company assignment outside the class hours. The quality and frequency of their discussions were monitored by three independent course instructors. Apart from discussing the company product and direction, students also utilized Spectrum by uploading reference materials, reports, figures and other materials to aid the assignment completion.

There was fair correlation ($r = 0.48$) between the use of e-learning platform, Spectrum, amongst students with their mock company assignment scores. This reflects that even tough instructions were given by the facilitators for the students to conduct discussions amongst them in Spectrum, students did not necessarily conform. One group did perform very well on their product development as a company despite very low Spectrum participation. They might have conducted their discussions and meetings off the electronic platform. Other groups did demonstrate positive correlations ($r = 0.55$) between their presentation and report score with their spectrum participation score. This reflected that frequent and quality discussions and material sharing lead to better company product and/or output services.
4. DISCUSSION

In overall, only 69.6% of the students agreed that this mock company assignment was useful in achieving the course objectives and should be conducted in the following years, while 7.1% of them thought that the assignment did not agree so.

Several aspects of the mock company assignments were brought up by the students through their evaluation response. Through an open ended question, 33.9% of the students mentioned that the assignment “Prepared them for the industry environment” and 10.7% of them said that “this whole semester assignment provided them a good platform of working in a group”. Other advantages of the mock company assignment are the “new experience to undergraduate students” and they “achieved more learning outcome” (5.4%). Other comments by the students regarding this activity were “encouraged students to be independent”, “explore Clinical engineering in greater depth” and “encouraged students to present their own ideas”.

Improvement areas identified by the students through another open ended question were mainly “the insufficient guideline of the assignment” (23.2%), causing them to “spend too much of their crucial final year time”17.9% of the students preferred to have more activities and assignments be embedded in the weekly 3 hour lecture periods, as opposed to separation of full lectures and independent mock company assignments. They would also prefer direct visits to company to learn a company establishment (12.5%) rather than this assignment. The students also suggested “smaller company groups” (5.4%), “to set a clearer or just a single scope such as winning one tender” (3.6%).

The problems or concerns addressed by the students were valid as in they do not have strong and sufficient prior knowledge before starting the assignment, as the lecture delivery was conducted in parallel to their mock company assignment. Therefore, the foundation of a successful problem based learning approach, which is prior knowledge, was compromised from the start (Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark, 2006).

As a conclusion, majority of the students agreed that the mock company problem based learning approach is beneficial and should be sustained for the coming years as part of the course assignment. The Students’ responses also reflected their readiness to perform more independent learning approaches, despite them expressing the lack of clear scope and guideline. This suggested that the students are still very much used to conventional learning method of being spoon-fed of most information needed, and to perform well during exams and marks are still their priority. In future, it might be more effective and beneficial if the groups were given tender preparation mock company assignment, instead of an open-ended business proposal. This might closer emulate the Clinical Engineering job scope and better guideline and assistance can be provided by the instructors.
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